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Palms and

Dragons
The Dai Show
is China’s latest
water-based
spectacle
By: Sharon Stancavage
and David Barbour
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At

the end of 2014, Dalian Wanda
Group, the entertainment and
real estate conglomerate based
in Beijing, opened the live water
spectacle, The Han Show, working
with a creative team that included
architects/production designers
Stufish Entertainment Architects and
the creative production firm Dragone.
Now comes The Dai Show, which,
like its predecessor, is situated in its
own dedicated theatre, part of a
larger Wanda Group resort development covering 16 sq. km. When
completed, the development will
have seven divisions: the theatre, a
theme park, tropical adventure park,
upscale hotels, a commercial center,
hospital, and a new tourism town.
The property is seen as a regional
vacation destination for tourists from
China and the overall region.
For The Dai Show, Dalian Wanda
Group once again called on the team
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Above: In Mark Fisher’s design, the building features an open-air external lobby, a reflection of the area’s tropical climate. Above and
below right: The palm-frond concept can be seen in the building’s exterior and interior.
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Part I: The building
The Dai Show Theatre came to life almost three years go
in the imagination of the late Mark Fisher, Stufish’s
founder. Stufish architect Maciej Woroniecki explains,
“Mark’s concept sketch proposed a structure with an
open-air external lobby and was structurally expressed
both externally and internally. The superstructure of the
building is exposed within the auditorium, becoming a
natural backdrop for the show. The structural elements of

Photos: Courtesy of Stufish

at Stufish. Ray Winkler, CEO of Stufish, remarks. “We, as a
studio, have managed to design the building the auditorium,
lobby, and interior spaces—as well as the production design
for the show. This, to us, is a milestone in terms of where
we see the studio heading, and also what we see as our
unique selling point. I don’t think that there are many, if any,
studios out there with the kind of versatility that can crossfertilize between the architectural and the entertainment
world quite in the way that we’ve managed to do.”

iteration of the roof, we introduced more folds into the
geometry to better respond to the loading points at the
auditorium sheer wall and the supporting columns at
ground level.”
The façade of the 69'-tall theatre also reflects the palm
frond concept. “It is also folded, bent, and creased,” notes
Woroniecki. “It’s a language you want to repeat everywhere because it is effectively the organic structure of the
building—it wants to become a living element within the
wider context.”
The concept extends into the interior. Woroniecki
explains, “For every interior space we designed, we
focused on expressing the ceiling as a canopy like the
kind seen in a forest. In certain cases, the design of the
ceiling would fold and move onto the wall, enveloping the
entirety of the space.”
Winkler adds, “The open-air lobby pays homage to the
fact that we’re in a subtropical zone, and the beautiful
overhang of the roof has a dual function that sets the tone,
in its majestic display of the roof structure, as well as
providing cover and shade against rain and sun.”
The 361'-diameter roof is a two-tiered structure. “The
roof texture under oblique light is something we’re very
happy with,” Woroniecki says. “You get this natural
graining that happens in it, much like you see the filaments
in a leaf and the texture of bark; that organic quality of the
inspiration is propagated throughout the building in the
façade paneling, in the roof structure, and the roof finish.”
Stufish also paid close attention to issues of weight
capacity. “We worked alongside Atelier One [structural
engineers based in London] to optimize the roof structure
by analyzing it under dead and live loads,” Woroniecki

the architectural proposal were a key part in the
successful design submission to the chairman of
Wanda [Wang Jianlin].” Xishuangbanna, known as
the “Kingdom of Plants,” is located in a lush
subtropical area; the natural environment was a
primary inspiration for the architecture. Woroniecki
says, “Palms are very common in Xishuangbanna
and the folding geometry of a palm frond
possesses a structural rigidity that was easily
transferable to our roof. After our first design
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says. “Once the computational model had passed certain
loading parameters, the information was fed into a structural package for the local engineers in China. This was a
supporting document to mitigate any further optimizing
measures the local engineers might undertake, which
would potentially increase the sectional sizes in the steel
and negatively impact the design aesthetic.” She adds,
“By undertaking this process with Atelier One, we secured
that the design intent was the resulting built structure.”
Two primary building materials were textured aluminum
panels and an aluminum composite that were routered and
easily formed on site. “The routering lines indicated in our
drawings were also the folding lines, which produced the
very clean edges, much like those illustrated in our design
intent package,” Woroniecki says. “In order to mitigate
wastage, we not only designed the façade panels
parametrically but also packaged the drawings in the most
efficient arrangements, to minimize the offcuts during the
fabrication process.”
Once inside the intimate, 1,183-seat auditorium, the
lush, subtropical feeling continues. “You walk into the
auditorium and, suddenly, you feel like you’re in a
rainforest underneath the trees and it’s very special,” says
Stufish architect Alicia Tkacz. “The roof structure forms the
backdrop for the whole show, and, although you can see
everything, it was very carefully designed into the architecture and show.” Inside the auditorium, Stufish handled
the soffit, rear wall, and seat design, as well as the
performance platforms and building lighting.

large center dive basin plug [also called the deep-dive
pool], measuring 8m in diameter, can raise and lower the
water level 5.5m. The perimeter basin—333,661 gallons of
water—can be drained in approximately 20 seconds and
refilled in 45 seconds. The large central basin is 5m deep,
allowing performers to dive dramatically from 15m above
the water into the pool.
Working with aquatics consultant STO, APF designed
all the water effects, including jumping jets, an indoor rain
shower, and the physical appearance of an infinity pool
edge adjacent to the dive pool basin. “We have a natural
waterfall and we have a storm, which was very hard to do
in small space; the ring is 13m, or 39', so it’s very small;
it’s not a very big stage, and people are very close, so it
was interesting to do a waterfall there,” comments Jean
Marcouiller, executive production and director of theatre
and equipment design at Dragone.
APF also provided audio-video consultant services. A
proprietary computer-controller video projection system
allows for video imaging that follows the performers
throughout the venue, using several movable track
projectors while overlaying images on multiple surfaces
and reprojecting live images from the show on surrounding
surfaces. Advanced audio systems also allow complex
mixing and routing of live sound and sound effects
throughout the auditorium.
“During the commissioning phase, we had nine people
on site just from Auerbach Pollock Friedlander, STO, and

Part II: Theatre technology
The scope of work for theatre consultants Auerbach
Pollock Friedlander (APF), led by director of design Len
Auerbach, included an earlier site study with Stufish for a
venue situated in the center of a lake. Ultimately, it was
moved to land already inside the existing development.
Although the content of The Dai Show was unknown at
the start of the architectural process, Tkacz says, “We
knew it was going to be a water show, and a performance
requirement would be to dive from the grid into the pool,
which meant that the central pool had to be a certain
depth. Another performance requirement was for a 3-D
performer flying over the audience, so we knew we had to
integrate a platform over the audience’s head at 29.5', with
10 acrobatic gates for the performers to take off from; the
architecture and show design constantly crossed over.”
Tom Neville, principal-in-charge at APF, adds, “Dragone
had an amazing sense of what the space would be. How
the show was going to live in that space, and the specific
facilities in it, evolved over time.”
Among the theatre’s unusual features is a large
performance water basin around which the audience is
seated; the stage area can easily transition between wet
and dry, and can open to reveal a deep dive basin. The
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Textured aluminum panels and an aluminum composite were
among the primary building materials.

our interpreters, all working with a team from Dragone and
Wanda Group to ensure that all systems functioned as
anticipated,” says Neville.

Photos: Courtesy of Stufish

The texture of the walls and ceiling is strongly reminiscent of natural bark.

The automation system, designed by Waagner-Biro,
includes 13 acrobatic hoists, with a typical capacity of
250kg, and two multi-line scenic hoists, with a typical
capacity of 1,000kg, along with 21 acrobatic gates
locations with retractable donuts, 22 motorized loft blocks,
and eight chain motors with controllers. The water
platform, with major components by Chenyu, includes the
8m-diameter dive pool plug, a vertical lift that travels 5.5m,
integrated lighting and effects, and submerged cable lift
design. It is integrated with the Waagner-Biro CAT control
system, which includes a 1-CAT main control console plus
handheld controllers.
Neville comments, “I would say the toughest part for us
involved trying to integrate the rigging; we had to locate
the hoists at a lower level and weave the rigging lines for
performer flying into the upper structure and performing
area. Dragone didn’t want to see the lines; if you know
where to look, you can see them, but most people can’t.”
Special effects specified by APF include 14 Antari AF-5
effects fans, 14 Antari SF2400 II R fog machines, and six
Sinfeng SF2400 low-fog machines with DMX dampers.

Water effects include five 20HP pumps for submerged
jumping jets and the fountain jet, one 40HP pump for
jumping jets on the 9M level, and one 15HP pump for
stair-mount jumping jet units. Eight submerged fountain jet
units are attached to a pantograph unit. An additional 56
jumping jet units are included, along with 12 stair-mount
jets, nine jets on the 9m level, 17 rain nozzle effects, and
26 performer outlet water effects. Facilitating control are
32 Ethernet taps and six MA2 Net portable nodes.
The pool filtration system consists of four 200HP quick
fill pumps, two 25HP infinity pool pumps, one 10HP and
suction centrifugal pump, and four completed water
performance filtration and heating system.
APF also specified an extensive production communication system, including a complete backstage audio and
video monitoring system, multichannel Clear-Com
production intercom system with HME PRO-850 wireless
belt packs and a cuelight system by Leon Audio.
In addition, Paul Garrity served as principal in charge of
audio-video consulting and Rob Hill was the project
manager, both from the APF team. “It was a lot of fun,”
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Neville says of the project. “Wanda wants to take the
world by storm—and they are.”

Acoustics
Mark Holden, of the firm JaffeHolden, notes that a number
of key acoustical issues had to be addressed as the
building was being designed. For example, the theatre is
located next to a noisy main highway. To deal with this, he
says, “We were able to get the building dropped into the
ground, to help avoid the noise. In addition, an acoustic
berm, made of earth, was placed between the road and
building, created further isolation.” Additional landscaping,
disguising the berm, was implemented.
A room with round walls and conical roof is likely to be
acoustically challenging, and the metal roof might potentially act as noisemaking device during the torrential
downpours that are a feature of life in this part of the
world. “We did a lot of acoustic modeling in the computer
of the curvilinear geometry to determine the optimum
locations of acoustic treatments,” says Holden. Regarding
treatments, he says, “We wanted to use indigenous
woods; with them, we created slats and baffles in front of
silk fabric, creating carved wood lattices.” Custom-painted
silk acoustic panels are strategically located for optimal
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acoustics on the perimeter walls and partitions.
In addition, water shows can be very noisy, given all the
gurgling and other drainage noises. To deal with these,
Holden specified perforated attenuators, which slow the
drain and control the noise of 333,000 gallons of water
from the perimeter drains. As Holden notes, “No detail was
too small” in dealing with noise issues associated with this
type of show.

Staging
The Dragone team associated with The Dai Show includes
artistic director Franco Dragone and directors Andre
Kasten and Leah Moyer. Marcouiller, referring to the local
Dai people, explains, “I think that The Dai Show is a Dai
cultural exercise. We do Dai by the design of the building,
by the feeling and connection with the surrounding people
and their history; then it becomes The Dai Show. However,
it’s not a folkloric show at all.”
Nature played a significant part in the design of the
show. “Every year in Xishuangbanna, they have a watersplashing festival,” Marcouiller says. “The Dai people are
one of the ethnic minority groups in China, and nature and
water are very important to them. So the idea behind The
Dai Show was to build a show very close to the human

caption

Photos: Raphael Olivier/Courtesy of Dragone

Opposite: Neville notes that it was a challenge to integrate the rigging. “We had to locate the hoists at a lower level and weave the rigging lines for performer flying into the upper structure and performing area.” Above: The fountain system in use.

scale and very close to the concept of playful water.” The
production is meant to be universal: “The hero arrives from
the sky; he falls into this fantastic world where he meets
the princess and discovers magic,” explains lighting
designer Olivier Legendre. The story turns nightmarish
during the middle, and, by the end, “They have to decide
whether to stay or leave the fantasy world.”
As Tkacz notes, “The inspiration from the beginning
was nature and transformation. The idea was that all of the
transformations were very organic and human-driven, and
scenery would be manipulated by performers in sight of
the audience.”
The theatre’s design posed certain challenges.
“Because of the roof sloping to a point, suddenly you get
very little space in the grid,” says Tkacz. “We knew that,
from 29.5' up, the only way to get up into the grid, which
was right at the peak of the roof, would be to do so internally within the roof.” In the upper part of the building are
four bridges that lead to the center grid and catwalk.
The ceiling also features a retractable catwalk,
designed by Marcouiller and Jaque Paquin, human
performance/machinery design at Dragone. Tkacz
explains, “When the retractable catwalk is in the stored
position, it is over the audience’s head. When it is needed
for people or scenery, it gets pushed into the middle.”

Marcouiller says, “The performers are all over the structure
on the higher levels, so every nook and cranny of the
theatre is used as a performance space.”
The primary scenic piece is the proscenium, which is
comprised of enormous, scenically treated roots. “One of
Franco’s early concepts was to create a portal which
framed the vast upstage area and provided a kind of gate
that allowed performers and scenery to pass through onto
the central stage area,” notes Tkacz. The dragon root
proscenium was built by Beijing-based Yang Liping
Workshop off of 3-D models from Stufish.
“Quite early on, we imagined that nature would appear
to be taking over the auditorium and building. The roots [of
the dragon root proscenium] frame that rear stage area,
and they also grow up to the 29.5' platform and wrap
around the balustrade; the design of them was integral
with the architecture.”
At one point, the dragon roots, this time in the form of
three platforms, emerge from the proscenium and move
out onto the floor. “They are designed to fit within the
aesthetic of the main dragon roots, and when they come
out during the scene, it’s like they’ve been broken away
from the tree,” notes Tkacz. “The dragon root platforms
couldn’t be super-heavy or big; they needed to be
designed so that two people could wheel them on and off
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Projection mapping, seen here on the floor, is achieved using a VYV Photon media server, with assistance from Copernic IR emitters.

easily.” The platforms range from 5' — 6.5' high.
The dragon root theme is also reflected in the upstage
soft goods. Tkacz says, “These were pieces of canvas that
were laser-cut into root patterns and printed with textures.
They hang on four tracks to create depth and mystery in
this vast area.” The soft goods, as well as a hanging
cylinder that stores in the ceiling and descends during the
show, were created by the Hong Kong office of Showtex.
During the show, a beautiful giant flower lowers in and
opens to reveal a female performer. “The flower is rigged
from the grid and descends, closed and glowing internally,
about ten minutes into the show,” Tkacz says. The colorful
and delicate flower was fabricated in China, and is
comprised of an aluminum frame with fabric petals.
Tkacz adds, “We had to be clever with the scene transitions. We had to work very closely with the director and
choreographers on the parameters of the scenery: How it
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could be moved, how quickly and the number of people it
would take to move it were all considered as they
developed the show and the story.”

Lighting
The lighting designer, Olivier Legendre, previously worked
with Dragone in Macau on the show Taboo. “He asked me
if it would be a problem for me to use the design of
someone else,” Legendre says, adding that it wasn’t.
“Franco liked how I worked and how fast I am
programming the desk. I have a lot of experience in
programming and lighting. I have extensive experience in
circus shows, musical comedies, and festivals; that helps
me a lot. Consequently, I’m not afraid of things.”
The majority of the design was already completed when
Legendre came onto the project; he arrived in July, and it
premiered in late September. “I’m the third or fourth

Photos: Raphael Olivier/Courtesy of Dragone

The pool can drain almost instantaneously, exposing the stage floor, and can refill equally quickly, from a storage basin underneath.

designer on the show,” he admits. “Before I said yes to the
project, I asked to see the plot. I wanted to make sure it
wasn’t completely stupid, and it didn’t have something like
all the fixtures on stage right. The plot was useful and was
a nice mixture of wash and profile fixtures.”
The majority of the installation was actually completed
when Legendre arrived on site. He explains, “The head of
the department of lighting and video for Dragone was
French and the technical director was Canadian. They
were there six months before me, to do the installation
with the recommendation of Dragone.”
Legendre, who worked side by side with Dragone
himself, says, “Most of the time, to create a scene with
Franco, you have to quickly propose something. For this, I
use a lot of moving lights; I use the conventional lighting to
make standard lighting and one or two special effects.”
The majority of his automated rig [255 units] consists of

the Terbly, manufactured by the Chinese company Golden
Sea. “It is really complicated to import things into China,
so the client asked for us to use a majority of Chinese
fixtures and Chinese products,” Legendre says. “I was not
scared to use it, as it was the same manufacturer I used
for Taboo. It is comparable with Vari-Lite, Clay Paky, and
other automated lighting manufacturers.” He made use of
six different versions of the Terbly, all of which are
automated. “Most are 1,500W, and the rest were 300W,”
he adds. “The underwater LED units [50 Showline SLSpots] were provided by Philips,” he adds. Dimming is via
five ETC Sensor racks.
Fourteen Clay Paky A.leda B-EYE K20s are also prominently featured. “The powerful B-Eyes were originally used
for lighting the band, but they were really too bright for
me,” Legendre says. “I moved them to have more sidelight
on stage, keeping two of them for decor on stage where I
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needed wide beams.” The lighting rig also includes a
variety of Lekos and PARs, both locally sourced, used for
house and on-stage lighting. Legendre notes, “I used 19°
and 24° Lekos for a big front light for the finale, for the
band on stage, and for the side and the front. I used 5°
Lekos for the big high jet fountains; finally, I used the 10°
for the ten gates at the 29.5' catwalk, for artist appearances, and the ten drummers at the end.” Two Robert
Juliat Cyrano 1015 followspots are used, sparingly. “There
are only one or two big characters that we use the
spotlight on,” the designer says. Lighting gear was
supplied by Starlighting/Beijing Xingguang Film & TV
Equipment Technologies Co., Ltd.
Legendre programmed the show with a MA Lighting
grandMA2 console with two NPUs. He explains, “The
cueing is complicated. Sometimes we needed to play two
or three cues per minute; at the end, we’ll do two or three
cues every 20 seconds.”
For Legendre, one of the best parts of the project was
its collaborative aspect: “I like to work on projects like
this, because you work in a team. We each impact the
others’ jobs, so you need to work together to make it look
good. For me, collaboration is really essential.”

Legendre’s lighting rig makes use of Terbly units, from the local
firm Golden Sea, and Clay Paky A.leda B-EYE K20s.

“When you work with Franco Dragone and his team,
anything can happen,” says Alexis Rivest, technical
designer and Photon integrator from Montreal-based VYV
Corporation. “They’ll suddenly ask, ‘Can you project onto
this surface, or can you project over the audience, or over
the roof?’ You never know all of the parameters and have
to adjust yourself very quickly during a creation session.”
As a result, he says, “We have the video projectors on Zap
yokes [from Zap Technology], so we could project
anywhere at any moment.” As it turned out, the floor was
the major projection surface, along with six rolldrops,
provided by Showtex. Rivest notes, “The rolldrops are
about 15m high, which is about 50'; they roll down to
stage level and we project on them.”
Then there is the pool. “The central part of the stage
floor is a lift that goes up and down on automation,” Rivest
says. “Since we receive data through the automation
network, we are able to track the position of the lift in real
time. It means that the projection system will adjust the
image at every frame, so the images stay clean on the lift
when it moves. It’s very impressive to see a lift going up,
with the image following like it is painted on the ground.”
Rivest adds, “The control setup is based on a Photon
controller unit [from VYV]; it’s a media server capable of
giving the user a preview based on a 3-D environment.
While you program, there are two screens; the main screen
is the time line and editing tools and the second screen is
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Projection

on a surface with few clicks in rehearsal and in the show.”
Two types of calibration are achieved with the
projectors. Volumetric calibration is done as needed, for
instance, if a projector is out of alignment after being
serviced. “In approximately an hour and a half, we’re able
to calibrate everything without the help of other departments and the system is ready to use,” Rivest says.
The second type of calibration makes use of Copernic
IR emitters. Rivest explains, “It’s an infrared emitter that
we put in the theatre, using them as reference points to
calibrate the video system in real time.” The emitters, and
eight cameras, each mounted on a projector, are integral
to the real-time alignment, which happens during the
show. “You expect to have a clean image every moment
but you cannot during a show recalibrate your projectors
one by one; it’s impossible,” Rivest says. “Our cameras
look at the Copernic reference points in the space, and
can calibrate the system in real time, if needed. If the
image gets fuzzy at some point, we just click one button. It
recalibrates the image and I save it. Then I go out of realtime calibration. And it’s done.”

the 3-D scene.”
The VYV team worked closely with Patrick Neys, who
created content on site. Rivest says, “We use a live feed
from Patrick’s computer, inject it into Photon, and put it
everywhere on stage. I sit on the left of Patrick and he
creates his images live on stage from his computer; we
take care of managing the live feed, and, if we need to
make any corrections, it’s all embedded in Photon.
“Patrick pulls up bits of content following his intuition
and he plays with that content live on stage,” Rivest
continues. “When he has a draft that he’s happy with, he
takes it back to his team, has them improve it, and cleans
things up. It’s not very often that you see that kind of
creation; the work flow we have developed with him is
quite unique and very efficient, but it’s stressful, too. We
push the machine very, very far.”
Eight Christie DS+14K-M projectors deliver the images.
Rivest says, “We have six projectors at the 29.5'-level
catwalk, one over the control room and one underneath
the catwalk.” The M Series is compact, silent, and has
good color accuracy, he adds. Video gear was provided
by Beijing Wincomn Technology Development Co., Ltd.
Real-time calibration is a major part of the projection
system. “The problem with the yokes is that the motors do
not provide enough precision, even though they are quite
accurate,” Rivest says. “When you move a projector from
one surface to the other, the lack of absolute accuracy
induces blurriness on the content when you try to merge
the different sources. The real-time calibration system
developed by VYV makes it possible to realign the images

Patrick Neys’ video content was created on site.

Sound
Like Legendre, sound designer Corrado Campanelli essentially inherited a system that he didn’t specify. “I got a call
in June, so it was pretty late, considering that the system
design was mostly done at that point,” he says. “I finalized
the system design and then went over to the show design.
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It’s certainly not ideal.”
Campanelli had some experience with the previous
sound team. “The original system design was done by a
really good company, Thinkwell, that I have worked with
and for in the past,” he says. “I already knew their way of
designing systems, and it was easy for me to follow the
path of what they originally had in mind.”
Thinkwell specified a rig based around a system of
Meyer Sound gear. Campanelli says, “It was a choice
made by the original system designer, but I completely
agree with it. Meyer Sound speakers sound fantastic, and
they are very intelligible and reliable.”
The rig includes a ring of ten Meyer UPA-1P boxes,
working with three 1100-LFC subs. The surround system,
installed horizontally on the edge of the balcony, is
comprised of 19 UPJuniors; the second line, located on
the rear wall of the auditorium, covering the last five rows,
consists of 49 MM4-XPs. Campanelli adds, “The system
has been integrated with 23 UP-4XPs, which are used as a
delay line for the last few rows.” He also added two UPQ1Ps and three UPJ-1Ps to be used as source point
speakers for the band. Also used are two UPM-1Ps, and
two M1D-Subs. Four UPJ-1XPs are used for stage
monitors. APF specified three RMS servers to monitor the
system.
For speaker processing, Campanelli uses Meyer’s
Galileo system. “It makes sense, once you use their
speakers, to use their processor,” he says. “Galileo is
reliable, the filters are really good, and it’s very versatile.”
At the front of house and monitors are Meyer
CueConsoles, which work with the company’s D-Mitri
digital audio processing and matrix system, providing two
144-channel matrices using Meyer DCM-4 and DCP units.
“A show like Dai involves a very high level of programming,
so a lot of it is built into cues,” Campanelli says. “D-Mitri
allows you to program and control; is the evolution of
LCS [Level Control Systems, the console manufacturer
purchased by Meyer some years ago]. It really allows you
to control every single area of your sound system.
Because the theatre is a 270° arena, and having two lines
of surround, D-Mitri is certainly something you would
want to have.”
Campanelli adds, “No other console or system does
space mapping the way D-Mitri does, which really allows
you to move the sound within the areas you want. Within
a cue, I can shift the image from the main ring of the UPA
down to the source points of the band when live instruments come in for a solo. Or, for something I want to
enhance, I can bring the image down, which, obviously, is
a great advantage in a show like this.”
The outboard gear used for the show is minimal. “We
don’t really have any external dynamics or preamps,” the
sound designer says. “I did purchase a few Avalon A5s
for the band as DI preamps. To process reverbs we are
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using Waves plug-ins.”
The live band is comprised of five musicians playing
several instruments; most are electronic, so the microphone package for them is limited. Campanelli explains,
“The DPA 4099 for me is pretty much a go-to microphone
for the violin. I’ve used it on a couple of shows, and it’s my
first pick right away when I have a violin live in the house,
especially in a theatre when you’re surrounded by
speakers and the player might have to move around while
playing. I like the way it sounds and I like the amount of
power it gives me. For the far miking of the violin, I tried a
couple and the Neumann KM 184 turned out the best.”
APF also specified, from Sennheiser, four EM 3725 II
wireless mic receivers, six SK 5212-II body packs, two
SKM5200 handheld transmitters, eight SR 2050 in-ear
transmitters, and 12 EK 2000 in-ear receivers
Playback of additional tracks to augment the band is
done via Ableton Live software. “It’s pretty much a
standard in the industry,” Campanelli says. “It gives you a
lot of versatility, it’s very flexible, and it allows you to
dynamically adjust throughout the song. If you have to
play a mix of live music and backing tracks, so you want
to have the band leader triggering those tracks.”
Ableton also provides the production’s time code. “I
find it a lot easier and a lot more functional if the time code
track is actually on the sequencer with all the other audio
tracks,” comments Campanelli.
However, one has to be careful when using time code
with Ableton, given the extensive programming that was
done on The Dai Show. Campanelli notes, “If you’re going
into a loop, you have to drop out time code; then you have
to start time code again at the right point so all of the
devices can pick it up. It’s not an easy setup, but we’ve
developed it over years of doing this type of show. I
believe it works reliably and consistently.”
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The dragon root proscenium frames the area behind the pool.

Unlike other departments, Campanelli is using the same
equipment he’d use in the US or Europe. “For audio, from
what I’ve seen so far, I don’t see local gear that you can
use reliability and expect to adhere to a certain standard
quality; I don’t know if there is a Chinese version of our
system that would take you reliably from A to B.”
Concessions were made to get the desired system. “It’s
not that the original system designer didn’t have to
compromise; I believe they did,” Campanelli says. “My
guess is that the system went down in size, which is also
why there was no outboard gear; the size of the PA is not
very big, and it could have been larger for that room.”
Audio gear was provided by Shenzhen RUNZE Lighting
and Sound Science Technology Development Co., Ltd.
Marcouiller notes, “When we first turned the sound
system on, it seemed that we were underpowered.
Corrado really worked with it and did a nice job with the
atmospheric sound effects and the surround; it was very
subtle. When we were at the final version of the show,
nobody was complaining about the sound pressure.”
Doing business in China can be a challenge, but since
this is the second major project for Dragone—and
Stufish—it was much easier than their initial experience
with The Han Show. “China has a lot to offer if you get
over the preconceptions of doing business there,”

Marcouiller says. “There is good equipment in China and
they’re getting better.”
Finding the right equipment and vendors can be a
challenge, especially when most clients require that much
of the gear be supplied from inside the country. “If you
start really making inquiries, you can find good equipment
for theatre,” Marcouiller says. “You have to target your
needs and accept those needs.”
Keeping a realistic point of view is also helpful. “We
look at the details according to the concept of the show,
and then we try to make them fit,” he says. “We don’t have
a preconceived notion about the technical needs; we really
try to tailor everything on a case-by-case basis.
He adds, “Everybody needs to remember there are a
thousand ways to skin a cat. You might not necessarily
have the perfect moving light, or the super-perfect beam
of light, or the reliable lamp, but, at the end of the day,
lighting is emotion.”
Having relationships on the ground also made the
production process easier this time around. “We started a
good relationship during The Han Show with the Yang
Liping Scenic shop in Beijing YLP and we now understand
how to work together Overall, the biggest challenge is
always to use more Chinese suppliers,” Marcouiller
concludes.
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